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It is tacitly assumed that that the American information industry produces notices and descriptions

of actual events. Whereas it routinely delivers a narrative of adulterated facts and improbable

fiction – the whole blended with a top-down imposition of Zionist ideology masquerading as

national interest. I say ‘Zionist’ because a country in which the word of command comes from

elsewhere is nothing more than a province. Which may explain many events unequivocally alien

to American interest.

All this the world well knows – at least the unknown percentage of those who like to think.

However, especially with Venezuela, there has been, among media outlets and pundits, a

remarkable recrudescence of the presumption of imbecility in the American public.

But it is unjust and unrealistic to blame large social groups for their assumed gullibility. No one can

indict a people. Individuals are caught up in the workings of a mechanism that forces them into its

own pattern. Only heroes can resist, and while it may be hoped that everybody will be one, it

cannot be demanded or expected.

Nor the trend is limited to America. Western European media figures and sundry politicians,

having been taught the art of the ridicule – often in ‘prestigious’ States-side universities – seldom
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fail to signalize themselves by zealous imitation.

Were we not dealing with the suffering of a people and the economic strangling of a nation to steal

her resources, the sallies and patent ridicule of the puppets and puppet-masters involved would

be a recurrent fund of merriment.

Nevertheless, it commonly happens to him who endeavors to obtain distinction by ridicule or

censure, that he teaches others to practice his own arts against himself.

Trump and his cabal or cartel have tried inventive ways to revile the Venezuelan government. So

far they have only succeeded in ridiculing themselves. And their narrative has reached peaks of

paradox and parody, in the comical effort to give their news a semblance of credibility.

I will mention but a few instances later, so as not to leave a statement unproven, though most

readers may already know some.

Still, for the contemporary Pangloss there may be a measure of consolation in the Trumpian

Cabal’s orgy of ridicule. For the domineering powers are literally terrorized by the alternative

narratives, official and unofficial, reaching the discerning public through social media, directly from

Venezuela.

Therefore they wage a grotesque battle, a Waterloo of fake-news, attempting to choke the liberty

of expression – which, in the instance, amounts to curbing the liberty of intelligence.

Given that the flux of alternative news is still relatively marginal, this censorious obsession shows

that, even in the secret enclaves of power, some believe that we are nearing a turning point in

collective perception, a consummation devoutly to be wished by us, and unwished by them.

It is historically interesting that in the 1960s the Jewish political-ideological machine was

clamoring for freedom of expression, and succeeded in having the US Supreme Court declare

that pornography is free-speech.

In turn, this opened the flood to a Weimar-Republic-style mass acculturation whose

consequences do not need description – see Weinstein as emblem of Jewish Hollywood, and

Epstein as emblem of Jewish pornography and pornomania.

But sixty years later, and in total control of all media channels – the same forces find free-speech

hateful, and want their adversaries insulted without self-defense and censored without apologists.

Witness the erasure of hundreds of alternative information channels from the web.

Meanwhile, that just about all Western European countries have joined in pretending to believe

Trump’s charade, is no support for his credibility.

For “Western European countries” means their politicians. And all know well that avarice is an

insatiate and universal passion – since the enjoyment of almost every object that can afford a

pleasure to the different tastes and tempers of mankind, may be procured by the possession of

wealth. Consequently, politicians at large rarely cease to follow the easiest path to keep, maintain

and increase their wealth and emoluments. And shameless servility to the moment’s master is the

commonest formula.

For one thing, the Trump cartel assumed that any populace worldwide, with its immemorial and

traditional levity, would applaud any change of masters, if accompanied by suitable fanfare and

the promise or prospects of bread and circuses.

Hence they believed that the Venezuelans would promptly switch their allegiance to the service of

a US appointed puppet. While the fanfare could adequately dissemble the plotters’ appetite for

plunder.

In one of his often-quoted related pronouncements, Trump said that, “The problem with Venezuela

is not that socialism was poorly implemented, but that socialism was faithfully implemented.”

Far from me to oppose an “ism” with another. The various ‘isms’, as used, are not fruitful

principles, nor even explanatory formulae. They are rather names of diseases, for they express

some element in excess, some dangerous and abusing exaggeration.

Consider ‘globalism’, ‘neo-liberalism,’ ‘fascism’, ‘communism’, ‘socialism,’ ‘radicalism’, etc. If there

may be something positive in them (and there is some good sometimes in sundry “isms”) it slips

through these categories.
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To compare, traditional medicine classified men according to whether they were ‘sanguineous’,

‘bilious’ or ‘nervous’. But someone in good health is none of the above. Equally, a state contains

(or should contain) opposing points of view, holding them as in a chemical combination, much as

all colors are contained in a beam of light.

But for Trump and the deep state behind him – though it has been the same since Reagan – neo-

liberal capitalism is a dogma, which to dispute is heresy, and to doubt infamy.

The recurrent self-praising claim by media pundits and politicians about America being a

democracy is either misleading and cretinous information or bold and imaginative fiction. Whereas

actually, in some ways, the United States is a socialist state.

For example, government statistics, easily verifiable online, show that in 2018 there were 40

million people on food stamps (read ‘very poor’). And social programs with different names but

similar scope exist in every state, to provide healthcare for those on food stamps and others.

Furthermore, the very ‘social security’ system has socialism imprinted in its name.

Applying the same broad analysis to the economy at large, let’s say that in one case a state-

owned enterprise produces something needed. In another case a private company lobbies the

state to receive the same money that the state company would have spent to manufacture the

same product.

Given that both instances involve human beings, is one state ‘socialist’ because it produces

directly what it needs, and another ‘capitalist’ because it lets a non-state-owned company produce

the same thing?

This is not advocating one method versus another – but only to suggest that a state-owned

enterprise does not imply that the state itself is ‘socialist’. In fact in many countries, including the

US, the state owns many enterprises, partially or completely.

The argument is purely theoretical, and it excludes many related insoluble dilemmas and

controversial questions. For example whether a state or a privately owned enterprise is more

subject to corruption, etc.

Nevertheless, I do not think that Venezuela’s ‘socialism’ is the cause of Trump’s uncouth bullying,

contempt and coarse insults. For, as much as it is concealed, Venezuela is actually a mixed

economy.

Now, cause and effect in history can be more-or-less arbitrary patterns into which we can weave

events to render them significant. Nevertheless, in the instance, greed for Venezuela’s resources

cannot be, in my view, the sole explanation.

Behind Trump’s contempt and insults there is a psychological engine and the whole weight of the

historical-cultural machine that actually keeps America running.

Especially the Americans (and the fever began with the industrial revolution), know very little of a

state of feeling that involves a sense of rest, of deep quiet, silence within and without, a quietly

burning fire, a sense of comfort, existence in its simplest form. And I apologize for the

generalization that always excludes the many exceptions.

For them life is devouring and incessant activity. They are eager for gold, for power, for dominion;

the aim is to crush men and to enslave nature. They show an obstinate interest in means, but little

thought for the end. They confound being with individual being, and the expansion of the self with

happiness — while tending to ignore the unchangeable and the eternal.

It could be described as living at the periphery of our own essence for being unable to penetrate

to its core. They are excited, ardent, positive, because they are also superficial. ‘Superficial’ may

suggest less intelligent but the opposite is true. Superficiality and intelligence are anything but

incompatible.

Why so much effort, noise, struggle and greed? It seems a mere stunning and deafening of the

self.

When death comes they recognize that it is so. — why not then admit it sooner?

Activity is beautiful when, in some ways, it also partakes of the divine in the Greek sense — that is

to say, when it is spent in the service of that which does not fade and transcends the mere domain

of matter.
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Some readers may argue that what is true for America also applies elsewhere, in Europe for

example. As I repeat, short of dogmatic assertions, the idea here is but an attempt to find a cause

for a culture.

For, unlike America, Europe had, in the XIX century, the romantic movement, which thoroughly

influenced millions across the continent. Its literature affected the mode of thought of multiple

generations in different countries. Romanticism swept through Europe at the very time when

education became universal. And I include the Russian classics as powerful agents for suggesting

or imprinting images and perceptions of a view of life that could not possibly be more un-

American.

Before virtually crossing to the Venezuelan shores and interpreting their view of things I should

add another qualifying proposition.

An analyst or interpreter of current events (just as any historian of the past), depends on his own

judgment as to what is important in human life. Even when he rigorously confines himself to one

selected political or cultural phase of a country, he still has decided on what constitutes the best

outcome of that phase, and on what constitutes an outcome of degradation.

The whole judgment on ideas and actions (in the instance on what happens in Venezuela),

depends upon such implicit presuppositions. You cannot rate wisdom or folly, progress or

decadence, except in relation to some standard of judgment and to some end in view. For, in

considering the flow and the history of ideas, the notion of mere knowledge is an abstraction.

Accessories of emotion and purpose always accompany knowledge.

In the instance and for what is worth, an image still comes to my mind, when I compare

Venezuela with other South-American countries. In 2014 Brazil held the world’s soccer

championship. Multiple TV stations from different countries could not mask on their screens that,

not many yards away from a stadium, began the favelas, living emblems of almost unimaginable

degradation.

Considering that stadiums and infrastructures built for such colossal events routinely decay into

ruins after little time of use, a question arises as to their intrinsic and extrinsic worth.

In contrast, and even according to UN official statistics, the so-called Bolivarian revolution in

Venezuela succeeded in dramatically reducing the number of people in dire poverty, while almost

eliminating illiteracy. That programs of such scope are costly requires no demonstration. Whether

it is preferable to invest in mass sports or in the relief of masses from illiteracy and degrading

poverty, is a question that only single individuals can answer.

But it took the spirit and guts of Hugo Chavez to affect such a veritable revolution, possibly at a

time when the US was not paying much attention, engaged as it was in bombing Yugoslavia and

in establishing whether Clinton had or never had sex with that woman.

He who applauds the resurrection of a people, otherwise condemned as the irrelevant accessory

of idle elites – who use the poor as a gauge to affirm their own ‘betterness’ – cannot feel but some

sympathy towards the Bolivarian revolution. And he would feel so even without awareness of the

enormous challenges and mixture of successes and defeats that accompany all epoch-making

upheavals.

As for the Trump’s Cabal it would be interesting, anthropologically speaking, to understand the

grotesque sociology of this flock. Their manners, as exhibited towards Venezuela, have shown a

remarkable display of depravity – uniting the crimes that typically prevail among those immune

from self-analysis, with the vices that spring from the abuse of power and immunity from

prosecution.

Among the clowns of the Cabal, Marco Rubio deserves a special (dis)honorable mention, as the

representative of a world upside-down. Including his showing a picture of Gheddafi assassinated

and covered in blood, while threatening Maduro with the same outcome, should he not accede to

American demands. As if the despotic power – which could take Gheddafi’s life without a trial and

stigmatized his memory without proof – had any claim on using patent murder as an example of

righteousness to be replicated.

Actually, I strongly doubt whether Rubio would even understand the implication of his words and

gesture. Either he is a moron with the entertainment value of a tap-dancing oyster, or his head is

as empty as a eunuch’s underpants.
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Rubio is a senator (!) and, if I am not mistaken, was even spoken of as a candidate for president

(!). Which prompts me to agree with Pythagoras that souls of animals infuse themselves into the

trunks of men.

The happily departed Bolton is an equal competitor for the Olympic medal of ridicule. In the latest

failed coup attempt, he proclaimed that Maduro was about to leave Venezuela for Cuba when ‘the

Russians’ prevented him from boarding the plane.

As Jose’ Rodriguez – Venezuela’s Minister of Information – explained and documented on

television, that ambulating Pinocchio called Guaido’ had assured Bolton that he had already

corrupted and paid-off a sufficient number of generals so as to make the coup a done-deal. That

wasn’t true but Bolton believed it.

All the while, the succeeding events of the failed coup make up the script of a proper farce.

Including Mike Pence’s outstanding arrogance when, in the UN assembly, had the gall to tell the

Foreign Minister of Venezuela that he should not be there. As if the US had a divine right to make

and unmake world governments at will. With his performance Mike Pence demonstrated to be

worth less than six pence.

Of Pompeo it could perhaps be said what the historian Napier said of the British ambassador to

Germany during the 1930s, “He is obtuse enough to be a menace, and yet not stupid enough to

be innocuous.”

All in all, the Trump’s Cabal includes ambitious individuals, seemingly untaught or unable to

observe, reason, deduce and infer, unless observation be blindness and madness logic.

Trump keeps labeling Nicolas Maduro as ‘corrupt’ and a ‘dictator’. Both words belong to the no-

man’s-land of lexical ambiguity.

As for dictatorship, there have been six presidential elections, in Venezuela, since 2002. And, as

readers who have followed the events know, in the last 2018 elections, the Trump Cabal ordered

the opposition not to present candidates, after they had formally agreed to do so.

I will not offend the readers by proving what they already know – that charges of dictatorship may

be levied against Trump and sundry predecessors on much stronger grounds.

The issue of corruption is trickier. I doubt if anyone who worked in, or had to do with, large

corporations or government, never met with evidence of corruption. Without even touching on

lobbying, a peculiar institution for bribing, bulldozing, and corrupting the legislators who are

supposed to represent the people’s interests. Or on ‘financial engineering’, an inventive

euphemism to suggest monetary genius instead of monetary fraud.

For what is worth, unable as I am to find a reliable method for measuring and assessing

corruption, I pretend to do what Balzac did when he wrote his novels, though I write none.

He kept on his desk the Dictionary of Physiognomy – a monumental work in four massive

volumes, written by the Swiss Abbot Johann Lavater, in the 18  century. In his novels, Balzac

used Lavater’s physiognomy extensively. So that his characters, being accurately described as

they are, cannot but logically behave as they do.

Physiognomy had its era of success and popularity before being dismissed as a pseudoscience.

Though I suspect that many use it unconsciously when forming their first impression of an

individual.

With all necessary reservations, amateurishly and therefore inaccurately, I suggest that Trump’s

physiognomy reads, “Everything has a price and money buys everything. Conscience is but a

word that cowards use to keep the strong in awe. Power (via money acquired from any source) is

my conscience, my tool of operation and my law.”

For brevity’s sake I will not describe individual facial components of the specific physiognomy – as

Lavater does in his work.

As a corollary derived from Trump’s physiognomy, “twitting” is the ideal communication tool and

perfect match for his character. In his hands a ‘tweet’ means “I say so because it is and that’s it.”

By the way I am not passing judgment – however difficult it may be, the application of

physiognomy should not be affected by emotional or philosophical preferences.

th
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In fact, assuming his physiognomic profile correct, Trump is ethically consistent. Whereas, in my

view, the other members of his Cabal are not. Routinely, they cannot even pretend to the smooth

face of hypocrisy. They are sincere only when they are arrogant.

Again I do not pretend to be right. Two men observing the same person, or even object, will

describe it diversely, according to the point of view from which either beholds it. Still, truth being

the legitimate object of observation and history, it is better that she should be sought-for by many

than few, lest for want of seekers, among the mists of prejudice and the false lights of interest,

she’d be lost altogether.

Comparing Trump with Maduro, the difference could not be greater. Maduro’s physiognomy

suggests that he takes his job as a mission. And that he has a frightful understanding of what

Venezuela would revert to, if the Anglo-Zionists and their ‘lameculos’ took over. His oratory is

incomparable with Trump’s. It is helped by the inherent majesty of the Spanish language, but is

also evidence of a long and careful self-training and study. A remarkable achievement in itself,

considering that Maduro’s political path began as a union leader among bus drivers.

For their own self-respect, we may think that the Venezuelan opposition should contain characters

with greater respectability than what the world has seen so far.

The ‘interim’ president Guaido’ was recently shown holding an empty milk jug in the air while

claiming that he had not enough money to buy milk for his daughter. Almost simultaneously,

Venezuelan intelligence had caught Guaido’s assistant Marrero texting with other coup

organizers. They were arguing about how and to assign and distribute among themselves the

hundreds of millions that Uncle Sam had confiscated from the accounts of the Venezuelan bank in

the US. A bank that is (was) necessary to handle the sales of Venezuelan oil to the US.

Among other exploits, Guaido’ had already ridiculed himself for believing the two Russian

pranksters (’bromistas’ in Venezuelan Spanish), who faked a call from the President of

Switzerland. In which the ‘president’ asked Guaido’ if the accounts of the Venezuelan government

in Switzerland should be reassigned to Guaido’s name, and he agreed. And, when prompted by

the bromistas, he also agreed to support the Russian pro-US candidate Navalny in a future

attempt to unseat Putin.

In a theater, bad actors feel embarrassed towards the audience for their poor performance. With

Venezuela it’s the audience that feels embarrassed for the actors.

Following the developments of the ongoing attempted Venezuelan coup, also yields some

unusual and curious perspectives, along with the possibility of discovering other interesting

Guaido’-style characters.

Readers may remember Victoria Nuland, Obama’s and Hillary’s factotum in Ukraine – passed into

history for her “F-the-Europeans” pronouncement, while discussing which puppets to appoint in

the US-financed, post-coup Ukrainian government.

Maybe some readers do not yet know that Victoria Nuland has a Venezuelan equivalent in the

shape of a Vanessa Neumann, familiarly referred-to in the European press as “The Cracker from

Caracas.”

As Wikipedia explains, Neumann is the “Venezuelan” (meaning Guaido’s) ambassador to “the

court of St. James” (meaning England). Though Wikipedia modestly adds that, “The

administration of Nicolás Maduro does not recognize Guaido’s diplomats.”

Besides also being Jewish, Neumann has the usual impeccable curriculum of the Vanity-Fair

intellectualoids, who can read and therefore believe they can think, ever swimming with the tide of

pomp that beats upon the high shores of the world. And of whom French author George Bernanos

said that, “The intellectual is so often an imbecile that we should consider him as such, until he (or

she) has demonstrated the contrary.”

Like others of that ilk, Neumann is the apotheosis of fake, but I mention her here for her

involvement in a not-so-well-known ramification of the so-far unsuccessful coup in Venezuela.

Between Venezuela and Guyana there is a disputed territory, apparently an Eldorado of natural

resources, called the Essequibo. The roots of the dispute lay in the 1600 when the Northern

Provinces of Holland declared independence from Spain. The sequence of events being intricate,

a summary is mandatory.
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When Venezuela declared independence from Spain in 1810, thanks to Simon Bolivar, she also

claimed the Essequibo as successor to the Spanish empire. For the Spaniards had originally

discovered the region, established their sovereignty, settled and exercised political control.

In the meantime England also laid claims, and since England had helped Venezuela in her

struggle for independence, Venezuela did not, at the time, interfere with the British claim.

Jumping many intermediate steps and disputes, in 1966 there was an agreement between

Venezuela and the now independent Guyana, to delay a final decision on the settlement of the

Essequibo. Even so, Venezuela maintains her claim to the rightful ownership of the territory.

Vanessa Neumann comes into the picture thanks to a telling conversation on the Essequibo

between her and an assistant to Guaido’ called Manuel Avendano (link https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=TjaSN_Hiq1I ).

It appears that Neumann, or Guaido’, or both had already agreed – even prior to the attempted

coup – to give ownership of the Essequibo to various American companies for exploitation.

Neumann tells Avendano that during her participation to an impending meeting of the so-called

“Group of Lima” (read, the South-American countries supporting a coup in Venezuela) she will not

answer any questions on the subject of the Essequibo, raised by the Guyana representative.

Apparently the representative had already asked her about the related post-coup government’s

intention. Or rather, officially, as she explains, “we will continue to uphold the line that we intend to

appropriate ourselves of the Essequibo” – whereas they have already given it away to the

American multinationals.

The current legitimate Venezuelan government has declared that the Neumann-Guaido’s arbitrary

pronouncement on the Essequibo is evidence of treason by the ‘coupistas.’

Why Maduro allows Guaido’ to roam free in Venezuela, while he continues to plot for her

subjugation by the US, is a puzzle for me and (I think) for those unfamiliar with the subtle tools of

diplomacy. Though it is reasonable to guess that the more Guaido’ speaks and moves, the more

he makes an ass of himself, hence discomposing his own cause – but it is only a supposition.

Given that Russia and China openly support and assist Venezuela, we may still hold some hope

that evil may not prevail. While waiting for the verdict of time, that infallible controverter of false

opinions.
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Dr. NG Maroudas on September 29, 2019 ·  at 1:10 am EST/EDT

Interesting parallel with the thread on Ukrainegate: “Vanessa Neumann comes into

the picture thanks to a telling conversation on the Essequibo between her and an

assistant to Guaido’ called Manuel Avendano (link https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=TjaSN_Hiq1I ).

It appears that Neumann, or Guaido’, or both had already agreed – even prior to the

attempted coup – to give ownership of the Essequibo to various American companies

for exploitation.”

For Neumann read Nudelmann, for Guaido read Biden: sharing out the cookies.

Reply

gel mibson on September 29, 2019 ·  at 6:45 am EST/EDT

interesting piece Mr Moglia, thanx for taking the time.

I would argue one aspect though: the lesser evil is still evil. as you have posited and I

agree-time will tell.

now, phisignomy or whatever? really? c’mon man… :-)

Reply

Tollef Ås / 丘不如／Qiū Bù'rú on September 29, 2019 ·  at 8:55 am EST/EDT

Comment

Name:

E-mail:
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“Of Pompeo it could perhaps be said what the historian Napier said of the British

ambassador to Germany during the 1930s, “He is obtuse enough to be a menace,

and yet not stupid enough to be innocuous.” — What a beautiful quote!!

Reply

Mulga Mumblebrain on September 29, 2019 ·  at 6:31 pm EST/EDT

I think that is more true of Pence, with the added poison of an inhuman

and soulless pseudo-religious bigotry. Pompeo seems intelligent, but

utterly immoral, more a sort of second-rate Goering, than the God-

bothering Hess that is Pence.

Reply

Anonius on September 29, 2019 ·  at 9:14 am EST/EDT

Jimmie, thanks for yet another excellent article. Yes, isms were created with the 2000

year purpose. U must add that Trump is not the only one who labels Maduro

“dictator”, propagandists in other countries do the same. Remember this is “Cabal” in

action. As a last point to make regarding Maduro allowing Guaido to roam around: It’s

because he is an intelligent non-psychopathic person who is not a dictator. Just think

what would happen in the media if he did put Guaido behind bars or else.

Come to think of it, Poles came up with an excellent description for the German

propaganda trucks driving through the streets of every city, the ones with

loudspeakers on the their roofs. The called them “szczekaczka”. To explain in simple

terms “dog szczeka in their language means that same as in Greek “ta skilia

gavgizoun” for dogs yelping. Everyone can get the jest for the parallelism with what

we are subjected to everyday and every time we open the idiot boxes.

Reply

Bawelisa on September 29, 2019 ·  at 10:50 am EST/EDT

Simply,utterly, compellingly beautiful post,Mr.Moglia.Surpasses your usual(very)high

standards. Left me in stitches at various points.

Thanks a lot,Jimmie Moglia.

Thank you too,Saker,for letting us the Moglia’s,Cassads,Rahmin

Mazeri’s,Larchmonters,Vot Taks,and many wonderful people on this forum that gift us

with their presence.

Reply

Dobrotolubiye on September 29, 2019 ·  at 1:35 pm EST/EDT

“The Cracker from Caracas.” These four words paint such a picture! And grateful

thanks for a very entertaining, informative and brave article.

Reply

AriusArmenian on September 29, 2019 ·  at 2:04 pm EST/EDT

Since 911 US foreign policy has brought immense suffering, death, and destruction to

the Middle East and North Africa, and of course elsewhere. The number of dead is

ten to fifteen millions which mean nothing to US button pushing rich and powerful

elites. Far worse is to come until the US Empire of Insanity ends.

Reply

metternich on September 29, 2019 ·  at 3:45 pm EST/EDT

While this analysis of the Empire´s actions is spot on, the blind spot as usual remains

the objectionable reality in Venezuela itself. Really this is a show of two forms of

bolshevism utterly ruining a country, the well known neocon variety and the

romantisiced “socialist” variety. its two forms of thuggery playing out, and there are no
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saints or heroes in the current script. ignoring the replacement of rule of law with the

personal whims of the strongman du jour, the loss of civil and economic liberties and

protections, unmitigated policy incompotence, the complete degradation of economic

complexity and infrastructure, widespread theft of property by the party elites, murder

and hunger epidemics, the enormous suffering of the average citizen etc. while just

pointing to a decrease in illiteracy as sole success parameter is either cynical

sarcasm or conscious omission. there are better alternatives to both of these

nightmares, yet a sad lack of imagination on the part of the “intellectual” elite that just

cant seem to leave the simplistic black white duality.

Reply

Anonymous on September 29, 2019 ·  at 4:11 pm EST/EDT

Unlike many others, I don’t see Trump as the biggest problem. His advisers are. He

balances between powerful groups, as he must to survive and get reelected. Bolton,

Pompeo and Pence worked against him and I think he knows it. Venezuela and Cuba

got under sanctions because Trump doesn’t understand socialism. Free healthcare

and education is not socialism. They are sometimes implemented with great results in

Western European countries more or less. There are big private companies in

Venezuela as in socialdemocratic European countries. A child of Chavez is

mysteriously rich, so the money infected the leadership as everywhere else.

Cuba is a different matter, but did the impossible in very hard times as Russia. I think

Cuba has unexpected support. Castro was educated by jesuits and the catholics were

accepted. A nuncio, an ambassador, came from the Vatican now and then and in

Cuba the Pope met Russian patriarch Kirill. Castro survived hundreds of

assassination attempts. Was he tipped off?

I look at Marc Rubio and Elliot Abrams more than on Trump.

Trump has only promised one thing. To save the US and that he does to his best

ability, but he needs a new term to raise the purchasing power. He wants peace, not

war. For him it is about the budget, his reelection and possibly a peace price.

Tillerson said Trump was had in Jerusalem by Netanyahu and that the president was

made aware of that. What does a US oligarch know about forein policy? Not much

more than mr sixpacks.

What speaks for Trump is that the deep state is after him. To go after Trump is like

standing arm in arm with the Clintons.

I hope the Saker answers me. This is a big subject and must be looked at from all

directions. Unite, submarines in the desert, we are making a difference as we

strangely are called to be the modern soldiers of Gideon when those with more power

refuse.

Reply
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